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The harmonic classification scheme

OHG<OHP<OHB<OHD=OHC

was recently completed [1, 2] between Riemannian manifolds which do not carry
harmonic Green's functions, or nonconstant harmonic functions which are posi-
tive, bounded, Dirichlet finite, or bounded Dirichlet finite, respectively. These
classes and inclusion relations were first investigated on Riemann surfaces and
then generalized to Riemannian manifolds of any dimension. An important class
which is meaningless for Riemann surfaces is the class OHLp of Riemannian
manifolds which do not admit nonconstant harmonic functions of finite Lp norm.
An interesting question is: which classes OHX, with X—Gy P, B, D or C, does
OHLP contain, and which classes is it contained in? We shall show that OHLP

exhibits in this regard a new behavior, entirely different from that of the other
null classes: there are no inclusion relations whatever. Explicitly, if ON is the
complement of a given class ON of Riemannian Λf-manifolds, then the classes

are all nonvoid for every l ^ ί ^ o o , N^2 and X=G, P, By D, C (except for the
triviality that for p=oo the classes O%LvΓ\O%x are void for X—B, D, C, and the
classes 6%LPΓ\O%X void for X=G, P, B).

1. We shall make use of a well-known characterization of Lp. Let ί ^
<7^1 be real numbers with p'1+q'1=l.

If heΞHLp for some l^p^oo, then

(i) s u p_K
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Conversely, if this inequality is true for a harmonic h and some l<p<*oot then
hHLp

The sufficiency is trivial: If there exists an h(=HLp, then by Holder's
inequality, \(h, φ)\^\\h\\p\\φ\\q=K\\φ\\q for l^p^oo and all peZΛ Conversely, if
\(h, φ)\^K\\φ\\q for all φ^Lq, then for l^#<oo there exists a function k(=Lp

such that (/ι, φ)=(k, ψ) for all φ^Lq. From (h—k, φ)=0 it follows that ||/ι||p<oo.

2. First we exclude both the HLP and HX functions.

THEOREM 1. 0%LvΓ\0%xΦ® for l ^ ί ^ o o , N^2, and X=G, P, B, D, C.

Proof. Consider the 'beam'

T: U|<oo, \yx\^π, i=l, ..., tf-1,

with the pair of opposite faces y^π and yτ=—π identified by a parallel trans-
lation perpendicular to the x-axis, for every i. Endow T with the Euclidean
metric ds2=dx2+yΣf=^1dyi For the Laplace-Beltrami operator Δ=dδJ

Γδd and a
function h0 of x only, the equation dh0= — ho=Q gives the harmonic functions
ho=ax+b. The harmonic measure ωc of {x—c} on {Of^x^c} with c>0 is x/c,
and ωc^0 as c—>oo. The analogue is true for c<0, and therefore

For a trial solution of the general equation Jh=0 take

Then

= -h(f'f-1+ir±lg't'g;1)=0.
^ 1 = 1 /

Each term in ( ) depends on one variable only and is therefore constant. The
eigenvalues n^O give the equation gί/= — n\gx and the eigenfunctions

£ii=cos nxyx, £ t2=sin ntyt.

We shall use the notation

w=(nlf - , nN.λ), 0=(0, - , 0), ^

Given a function i from n to {1, 2}, set

J V - l

Then / n G n j is harmonic if /Λ satisfies f'ή—rffn, that is, fn=
z^±7)X* It is readily

seen that an arbitrary harmonic function h on T has an expansion
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nφO 3

on { |# |=c}, hence on {|x|^c} and a fortiori on T.
Suppose h<=HLp. If some anjΦθ, take a continuous function pQ(x)2t0 with

supp A)C(0, 1) and \ podx=l. For a number />0 set pt(x)=Po(x—t) and <pt=
J o

ptGnj. Then

(A, φt)=

Here and later c is a constant, not always the same. As t—>oo,

ί
ί+l

whereas, for

and for />=1, ll^ίlig—const.<oo. Thus relation (1) gives a contradiction for
that is, for all η>0. We conclude that anj=0 for all nΦO. An analogous argu-
ment using t<0 and ί—»•—oo gives bnj=Q for all w^O. Therefore h=h0. For
l^j?7^oo, we have | |/ι 0 | |p= o ou nless a=b=0. We have proved that every h<=HLp

reduces to zero, hence T<=OHLp.

3. Next we exclude the HLP functions only.

THEOREM 2. OSLP(ΛO^XΦ0 for l^ρ<oof 7V^2, and X=G, P, Bt D, C.

Note that for p=oo, 0%LP=0%B, and the classes OSLPΓΛOSX and trivially
nonvoid if X=G, P, void if X=B, D, C.

Proof. Consider the manifold

T: \x\<l, \y%\£π, z = l , — f / / — 1 ,
with the metric

where λ=λ(x) is in C2. The identification of the opposite faces yt=π and yt=—π
by pairs is henceforth tacitly understood. The equation

gives again ho=ax+b. Since

D(x)=c[l λ~2λ2dx<oo ,

we have XΪΞHC, hence TtΞO%cczOgχ for all X.
Let Gn>7 be as in No. 2. Then h=fn(x)Gnj is harmonic if
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2OV-2) N-l/ 2OV-2) N-l \

Δh=-λ-*(f»Gn,-λ ™ Σnϊ/nGn,)=

i.e.,
2UV-1)

J n — V λ Jn

First we consider the case N>2 and choose
N-l

Then
(l-^a)a/if=^a/».

To solve this differential equation, set

A simple computation yields

f'n=a-χ

Λ'=(i-*
and our equation is transformed into

^ ( 2 ) = (

It is satisfied by tn=e± 1+v*", and in view of

we obtain the solutions

For k=l, 2, the function fnkGnj is harmonic, and an arbitray harmonic function
h can be written

= Σ Σ Σ
n j k

Σ Σ Σ anjkfnkGnj i
k

where the summation with respect to n now includes n=0=(0, •••, 0).
Suppose h<=HLp. If some anjlΦθ, take numbers 0<a<β<l and a continuous

function po^O with supp poc(a, β). For a number 0 < K l set ρt(x)=Po((l—
ψt—pfinp Now supp^tCίl—j8ί, I—at), and as f->0,

(A, φt)

ί
l—at

ρtdx=O(t), gives
l-βt
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1 / 2(ΛT-1)

(h, φt)~ct

On the other hand, if P>1, then

y l - α t 2(j

tf(l-*')

In view of 1—Q~1=P~1, relation (1) gives a contradiction for

2(Λί-l) .
i.e., for every η^O. We infer that all ankl=0. If ί = l , then ||^t||β=const. <oo
and we have a contradiction for

hence again for every ^^0.
If some anj2 is ^0, we choose pt—ρ0((x-\-l)/t) and obtain the same estimates

as above for \(h, ψt)\ and ||^ t | |g as ί—"0. Thus all anj2=0, hence h=0, and T<=OHLp
for N>2.

For N=2 choose
ί = ( l - ^ 2 ) - 1 .

In the conformal metric ds=λ\dx\ the harmonic functions are the same as in
the Euclidean metric, and we obtain as in No. 2,

where now n stands for nt. Suppose h^HLv. If anje
njrbnje~nφQ for some n>0,

then for pt(x)=Po(O-—x)/t), <Pt=ptGnj, ί-̂ 0, we have

(h,φt)=cC~°\anje
n*+bnJe-n*)pta-x*)'*dx

J 1 —βt

ί
l-at

ρtdx=c2t~
ί,

ι-βt

whereas, for Kp<oo,

In view of —K—q'1, relation (1) gives a contradiction, and we conclude that
anje

n+bnje~n=0 for all n>0. An analogous reasoning by means of pt(x)=
Poi(x+ΐ)/t), ί-*0, gives anje-n+bnje

n=0. As a consequence, anJ=bnj=0 for all
n>0, that is, h=h0. Since
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unless a—b=O, we obtain h=0, hence T^OHLP for Kp<oo.
The conclusion remains true for p=l, since ||^t||00=const. <oo, and the con-

tradiction is for ft>0 such that t"1>O(X)f hence again anj=bnj=Q for all n>0.
The reasoning for n—0 is the same as before.

The proof of Theorem 2 is herewith complete.

4. Next we exclude the HX functions only.

THEOREM 3. δ%LPrΛθ%zΦ0 for l^£<oo, N^2, and X=G, P, B, D, C.

For ί=oo, 0%LPr\O%x is trivially void for X=G, P, B, nonvoid for X=D, C.

Proof. Take the manifold

T:\x\<oo, \yt\<.π , z = l , •••, N— 1,

with the metric

where λ=λ(x) is in C2. As in No. 3, ho(x)—ax+b, and we conclude as in No. 2
that Tt=Og(zO§z.

Choose λ=e~x\ Then for l ^

and the theorem follows.

5. It is obvious that δ%LPnδ%zΦ0 for l^p^co, N^2, and X=G, P} B, D, C.
In fact, on the space

T: \x\<l, \yt\^π9 ι=l,...,N-l,

with the Euclidean metric, the function x belongs to HLpr\HX.
We combine our results:

THEOREM 4. The classes

are all nonvoid for l ^ ^ < o o , N^2, and X=G, P, B, D, C. The same is true for

pz=(χ>f except that trivially the classes OHLPΓΛOHX are void for X=B, D, C, and

the classes O%LPr\OHX void for X=G, P, B.
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